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From beloved author-illustrator Eric Carle, this brand-new busy book is filled with touch-and-feels,

lift-the-flaps, mirrors, and moreâ€”sure to endlessly entertain your little ones!This brand-new busy

book featuring Eric Carleâ€™s bright, colorful artwork is jam-packed with interactive activities to

keep little hands busy. Each page features a different concept, from numbers and shapes, to colors,

animals, and sounds! With a mylar mirror thatâ€™s visible through the cover, glitter, lift-the-flaps,

touch-and-feels, and more, this book is sure to be a hit with babies and parents. Itâ€™s a must-have

for every Eric Carle collection!
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Eric Carle is an internationally bestselling and award-winning author and illustrator of more than

seventy books for very young children including his most well-known title The Very Hungry

Caterpillar. Born in Syracuse, New York, Eric Carle moved to Germany with his parents when he

was six years old. He studied at the prestigious art school, the Akademie der bildenden KÃ¼nste, in

Stuttgart before returning to the United States, where he worked as a graphic designer for The New

York Times and later as art director for an international advertising agency. The Very Hungry

Caterpillar, now considered a modern classic, has sold more than 41 million copies and has been

translated into sixty-two languages. With his late wife, Barbara, Eric Carle cofounded The Eric Carle



Museum of Picture Book Art in Massachusetts in 2002. Eric Carle divides his time between the

Florida Keys and the hills of North Carolina.Eric Carle is an internationally bestselling and

award-winning author and illustrator of more than seventy books for very young children including

his most well-known title The Very Hungry Caterpillar. Born in Syracuse, New York, Eric Carle

moved to Germany with his parents when he was six years old. He studied at the prestigious art

school, the Akademie der bildenden KÃ¼nste, in Stuttgart before returning to the United States,

where he worked as a graphic designer for The New York Times and later as art director for an

international advertising agency. The Very Hungry Caterpillar, now considered a modern classic,

has sold more than 41 million copies and has been translated into sixty-two languages. With his late

wife, Barbara, Eric Carle cofounded The Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art in Massachusetts in

2002. Eric Carle divides his time between the Florida Keys and the hills of North Carolina.

My daughter LOVES this book! She is too young to enjoy the tracing the shapes and numbers, but

she likes the shapes page with the mirror and the cut out circle. It's also large enough to high a

stuffed animal behind and make it pop-through the circle on the first page. She has started to pick it

off the shelf and bring it over to me. Not a lot of reading, but a lot of fun to play with and get her

excited about boos.

I love this book- it's another great Eric Carle work. Cute pages, with the usual brightly colored

illustrations that my 2 year old loves. First page is shapes, another page has numbers, then colors

and animals. It's really well done, except that for a busy book... it only has a few pages and that

doesn't keep my son busy for more than a few minutes. I really wish it had more pages than just 4

or 5 that it has. Great idea though.

Gave to two one year old grandchildren.....they both love it. They sit alone and look through pages

totally engaged. That's a winner!

Gave this to my 15 month old granddaughter and she absolutely loved it. She's a big reader and

has lots of choices, but this one really amused her and is very sturdy.

My son is obsessed with the mirror in this book. It is perfect for a one year old who is just starting to

learn about colors, shapes, sounds, and how things feel.Highly recommend to any mom who is

looking for an all around book to teach their child.Note: this book was a lot larger than I had



anticipated. Will not fit in a diaper bag!!!

This was my first Eric Carle purchase and can I say I am not disappointed by it the illustrations are

so colorful and capture my son's attention he loves all the touchy feels on it and especially love

looking in the mirror we trace the numbers he points to the pictures I say what they are or make the

animal sounds sometimes he'll mimic me doing it every morning he grabs his book and we sit down

and we flip through it he adores it

Colorful, bright, adorable interactive book for babies. Perfect for one of the "first" books and

entertaining for toddlers. Eric Carle...that says it all!

My one-year old granddaughter loves this book. There are colors, textures, numbers, and animal

sounds. So much to see and do!
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